Lovereading4kids Reader reviews of
Wigglesbottom Primary: The Toilet Ghost
by Becka Moor & Pamela Butchart
Below are the complete reviews, written by Lovereading4kids
members.

Daniel Bisland age 7
This book is about class 2R in
WigglesBottom Primary and the
book has 3 stories. I’m going to tell
you about ‘The Curse of the Itchy
Carpet!’ Class 2R did show and
tell and Bobby brought in a weird
box which said Danger, Beware
and DO NOT OPEN! Then Sunita
opened it before Bobby could give
it to the teacher AND during
storytime the Curse CAME ALIVE!
All the children were itching here
and there, they were itching
everywhere and the teacher
especially was itching her bum!
Was the curse real?
Did the teacher stop itching her
bum?
You’ll have to read this hilarious,
funny book.
I like this book because it’s got cool illustrations and 3 laugh out loud stories.
I recommend it to ages 6-7 early readers.
I give it 101/100.
Becka Moor and Pamela Butchart - please write more books in the
series as I love them!

Caitlin Hill, age 7
This book made me giggle. I wish I could to Wigglesbottom Primary,
although I would not want to meet the toilet ghost!
There are three funny stories in this book. One about a toilet ghost, one about a
smelly magical shoe and the last one about a box with an ancient curse. My
favourite story was about the toilet ghost. My school doesn't have a toilet ghost
but I can imagine how funny that would be. I wish Wigglesbottom Primary was
real and I would sure love to go there!

Monty Benton, age 7
This book is really fun and made me and my mum and sister laugh.
It is three short stories all about children at school.
This book is really fun and made me and my mum and sister laugh. It is three
short stories all about children at school and my best was ‘The Toilet Ghost’. My
favourite part in the story was when it was dinner time and they couldn't have
a drink because then they would need the toilet and then they would have to see
the toilet ghost but they had had curry and their mouths were hot and spicy!
This bit was really funny. My favourite character was Irfan because he likes
football.
I would like to read another book about WIgglesbottom Primary and I would
give this book 9 out of 10. My mum and my sister (aged 9) thought this was a
really funny book too!

Rachel Zinkin, age 8
Wigglesbottom Primary: The Toilet Ghost is very funny and quite silly.
There are three stories in one book, all set in one school. The first one is about
some children who think there’s a ghost in the toilets, when actually it’s not a
ghost but something else, which I’m not going to tell you. The second story is
about a magic show where someone takes his shoe off and makes everyone
think that it tells you the future. The last story is about this creature crawling all
over them making them itch, and in the end it tells you who’s to blame. I think
the illustrations are very good and all the children look very different. I
recommend this book to people who like pictures and like funny books. I would
love to read more stories about Wigglesbottom Primary.
www.MinervaReads.com

Harry Steel, age 8
I loved this story- it was hilarious and fun to read. I loved the part
where Mr Harris was wearing clothes from the “I-had-an-accident" box. Some
of the characters reminded me of some of my friends from school. It had me
laughing from beginning to end.

Erica, age 8
The Toilet Ghost was really funny. The children were all believing in The Toilet
Ghost. But was there really one? My favourite bit is when the headteacher needs
to wear his spare clothes as he had an accident. Read to find out more about this
very good story!
‘The Stinky Shoe of Fortune’ is a genius story because the boy actually cheats as
there isn't one. I really enjoyed the part where the boy told the truth.
‘The Curse of the Itchy Carpet’ is a hilarious story that made me laugh
out loud. The most exciting piece was when everybody was itching and the ant
bit the teacher's butt. This was the best of all three!

Iulia, age 7
To review team,
The story was very funny!
I read it in one whole go!
My favourite story was; The Toilet Ghost.
Love from Iulia

xxx

Alison Urquhart
This was read by my 8 year old (Bethany) in about 20 mins but also read to my
5 year old (Becca) who enjoyed it. She also had a go at reading the first few
pages to gauge if she felt able or read it. She managed well but obviously didn't
know all the words but didn't feel too over faced by it. I would say that the
reading level is similar to the early reader ‘Horrid Henry’ or ‘Daisy Meadows’
books with a few harder words thrown in.
In their own words: It was very funny and had good illustrations. Most

of the things in it were realistic so it would be easy to imagine. Boys
would definitely like it as well as girls. It would be suitable for age 7-9 (although
Becca enjoyed it being read to her as a story and said it was good because it
was funny and silly). We could imagine it being read aloud to a class in KS1 as a
funny before home time story too.

Sam Harper, age 11
A collection of three brilliantly funny short stories set in the
anything-can-happen Wigglesbottom Primary. I loved it!
‘Wigglesbottom Primary – The Toilet Ghost’ is a collection of three brilliantly
funny short stories following the adventures of the pupils at the anything-canhappen Wigglesbottom Primary. Gavin runs out of the toilets completely soaked
and claiming it’s the work of a toilet ghost. Could this be true? Miles’ smelly shoe
appears to be able to tell the future but is it just a trick? It looks like the storytime carpet is cursed. Do the pupils just have ants in their pants or could there
be something darker behind the mysterious itching? A funny and surprising
collection of stories with a twist. I loved ‘Wigglesbottom Primary’ and can’t wait
for the next book. It’s hilarious and I’m sure you’ll love it too.

Jorge Kearsey, age 7
A funny and mischievous book which I would definitely recommend
to my friends for a giggle.
These three stories (in one book) are really funny as it all about Class 2R and
how they get up to mischief. My favourite story was ‘The Stinky Shoe of Fortune’
because I never knew how the shoe was telling the future. My favourite
character is Ifran because even though the boys couldn’t drink any water because the toilet ghost would get them- Ifran couldn’t hold back as his mouth
was too spicy from the chicken curry lunch. These stories are fun and easy and
quick to read - I finished the book in two days! I would definitely recommend it
to my friends.

Daniel Harrison, age 8
This is a great book. I like this book because it is funny. It is funny
because all the ideas are crazy.
It is about class 2R and their mad ideas for solving emergencies like they think

that the boys' toilets are haunted and that Miles's left shoe can tell the future!
The storytime carpet is cursed. I like this book because it is funny. It is funny
because their ideas are crazy. Gavin Ross is the funniest character because he
thought the toilet ghost was real in the first place. I think the book would be best
for people a few months younger than me because it's a book that has coloured
pictures in it. This is a good thing because there is more to look at.

Evie Aconley, age 8
A very funny entertaining three story in one book!
I loved this entertaining book, it’s not just one story its three and they are all as
good as each other. Hilarious and I could not put it down and I know everyone
will love to read it as much as I did.

Elspeth Paterson, age 10
The three stories in ‘The Toilet Ghost’ are short but hilarious.
Illustrated fantastically throughout, many words aren't always
necessary. A must for all ages.
The silliest story is about a stinky shoe that can tell the future. Although it can
get into youngsters heads that toilets are haunted, shoes can tell the future and
carpets are cursed, so remember that!
I love the very beginning of the book where it has a big illustration of all the
pupils and teacher naming then and giving you an idea of what they look like. It
sets your imagination off to a good start. I would review this book 5\5 for
imagination and description as well as simpler reasons.

Charlie Hopkins, age 7
The Toilet Ghost, The Stinky Shoe and the Itchy Carpet were way too much for:
Roz, Hana, MR Harris, Miles, Miss Riley and a few others. BUT they were all
very frightened.
[1] I like the spooky green colour of the illustrations that they used - it made it
scarier.
[2] When Mr. Harris wet himself and had to wear small shorts that had
flowers all over them was very funny!
I think it scored 9/10

Very good.

Leoni Williams, age 9
This book is very, very funny. It's three stories all in one book and
they're all about funny things that happen in school.
In the first one the children think that there is a toilet ghost in the boy’s toilet
and the whole class goes a bit crazy and people nearly end up weeing
themselves because they are too scared to go in there. And then all the boys run
in the girls toilets which is funny because that's just gross. But the best bit is
when the teacher has to wear clothes out of the spare clothes box and nothing
ever really fits in there so he has to wear little flowery shorts!
The second story is about a boy who does a magic act with a magic shoe and
tells people what will happen. This one is not as funny but still quite funny.
And the last one is about a girl who brings her ant farm to school and they all
escape and everybody gets itchy bottoms and everybody goes a bit crazy again.
I really liked this book because funny things like this happen in school all the
time with us so it’s a bit like real life.
Charlotte Rosevear, age 11
Three short stories that tickled my funny bone.
The first story is about the toilet ghost.
The second story is about the stinky shoe of fortune
The last story is about the curse of the itchy carpet.
Laugh your socks off with class 2R!

